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Topic: Empowerment of Rural Women

Recognizing the amount of gender inequality around the world,

Bearing in mind how people's discrimination can be a threat for women,

Deeply concerned by the severe lack of resources that rural women require,

Notes that rural women are unable to empower themselves,

Having studied the capabilities of rural women,

Noting that there are few job opportunities for rural women in rural areas,

Noting with regret the lack of representation rural women have in policy making and program
development,

Recognizing that in rural areas men are still more dominant than women,

Deeply concerned by the harassment rural women face in their workplace,

Deeply concerned by the lack of development of living conditions in rural areas,

Having heard about the lacking food conditions in rural areas,

Unfair Treatment and Gender Inequality

1. Encourages people to be brave and seek help when being abused;
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2. Calls upon governmental mental health resources to be available to rural women;

3. Draws the attention of giving scholarships to young women for a better education;

4. Recommends funding an organization that supports victims of domestic violence;

5. Trusts mental health programs to help people with anger issues;

6. Emphasizes proper education in schools about gender equality;

7. Further invites bosses and industry leaders to enforce equal pay for their employees;

Money-related Aid towards rural women

8. Further invites organizations to provide technology and resources to rural women;

9. Encourages local and global governments to send out funds to rural families that are
unable to send their children to school;

10. Calls upon businesses to invest in rural women;

11. Requests an NGO be created to help educate rural women on how to empower
themselves;

Access to Human Rights

12. Calls upon more business industries to be built in rural areas to provide job
opportunities to rural women;

13. Encourages governments to be more responsible and give rural women more privileges
for jobs and further education;

14. Further reminds governments and authorities to properly reinforce their laws and
policies in including rural women;

15. Requests industry leaders to treat their workers equally, regardless of gender;
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16. Draws the attention of governments to allocate budgets to establish schools in rural
areas;

17. Further invites schools to reach out to rural areas so that rural families can be educated
enough to pursue various occupations;

Unchanging Rural Lives

18. Considers sending architects to rural areas;

19. Requests local governments to develop rainwater collection and water filtration
systems;

20. Encourages other countries to provide food aid in rural areas;

21. Calls upon governments to allocate funds for social services.
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